A recent publication from this laboratory reported a theoretical analysis comparing approaches for creating harmonic ICR cells. We considered two examples of static segmented cells-namely, a seven segment cell developed in this laboratory and one described by Rempel et al., along with a recently described dynamically harmonized cell by Boldin and Nikolaev. This conceptual design for a dynamically harmonized cell has now been reduced to practice and first experimental results obtained with this cell were recently reported in this journal; this publication reported details of cell construction and described its performance in a 7 tesla Fourier transform mass spectrometer. We describe the extension of theoretical analysis creating harmonic ICR cells to include angularaveraged radial electric field calculations and a discussion of the influence of trapping plates.
Introduction
A recent publication from this laboratory [1] reported a theoretical analysis comparing approaches for creating harmonic ICR cells. We considered two examples of static segmented cells, namely, a seven-segment cell developed in this laboratory [2] and one described by Rempel et al. [3] , along with a recently described dynamically harmonized cell [4] . This conceptual design for a dynamically harmonized cell has now been reduced to practice, and first experimental results obtained with this cell were recently reported in this journal; this publication [5] reported details of cell construction and described its performance in a 7 tesla Fourier transform mass spectrometer. Herein, we describe the extension of theoretical analysis presented in [1] to include angular-averaged radial electric field calculations and discuss the influence of trapping plates.
Potential Calculations for the Dynamically Harmonized Cell
The dynamically harmonized cell uses leaf-shaped cutouts in the cell cylinder and is fitted with specially shaped end caps. The leaf cell configuration treated here is made up of eight 'leaves' and eight complementary elements, or c-leaves, as described elsewhere in detail [4, 5] . All leaves are DC-grounded, and c-leaves have trapping potential V trap applied. We utilize the same configuration modeled in our earlier report [1] and summarized here.
The polar angle period is
The leaf geometry is defined by the quadratic function:
Here a(z) is the leaf width expressed in units of the polar angle period A p . The origin of the x, y, z coordinate system is placed at the cell center, with z directed along the cell axis. The a 0 term and coefficient k are chosen to set the initial and final leaf width.
Leaves:
C-leaves:
The coefficient k is −0.175 for leaves and 0.175 for C-leaves.
The gap between a leaf and a c-leaf is 0.1 A p ; for cell radius R c =30 mm this corresponds to the gap width 0.1·A p R c =2.356 mm.
The cylinder extends from -z max to +z max . The modeled configuration has
in units of the inner cell radius R c . The cell aspect ratio, defined as the ratio of the cylinder length to its diameter, is
The shaped elements forming the cell cylinder generate an angular-dependent trapping DC potential well throughout the cell volume; angular averaging [4] experienced by ion clouds executing cyclotron motion results in a nearly ideal quadratic potential. Trapping plates for such a cell would ideally be shaped according to boundary conditions of the angular-dependent potential throughout the cell volume, which can be achieved by angular segmentation of the end caps. It was asserted in the original formulation [4] that the length of the cell made segmenting unnecessary and that classic hyperbolic end caps can be employed. This point is addressed in the present simulation of two quite different trapping plate configurations affecting the angular averaged radial electric field in such a cell.
Trapping plates were included in our previous simulations [1] , but we did not discuss their influence explicitly; rather, we concentrated on field behavior inside the cell volume. We now consider two endcap configurations explicitly-flat endcaps and shaped endcaps similar to those utilized in the fabricated dynamic cell [5] -and their influence on cell harmonicity as a function of distance from the center of the cell. Although the actual cell [5] has spherical endcaps and an aspect ratio of 2.7, while the modeled cell has hyperbolic endcaps and an aspect ratio of 2, qualitative features described here are unlikely to be altered by these differences.
Normalized field homogeneity results are presented for two examples in Figure 1 as axial profiles of the angleaveraged radial electric field divided by radius, E r /r. For configurations having cylindrical symmetry, such as open cylindrical cells [2] and [3] , the radial electric field intensity E r is equal to the absolute value
of the field vector projection on the X-Y plane, having two components E x and E y . In contrast, the dynamically harmonized cells possess a non-zero, angular-dependent tangential electric field component, and the radial field intensity E r is calculated differently:
The electric field intensity components E x and E y were calculated as derivatives of potential over corresponding coordinates. Potential calculations were performed using a potential array relaxation numerical solution of the Laplace equation. The accuracy of our calculations was evaluated by comparing results obtained with a fine step, 0.005 (R c units) and a rough step of 0.01. The relative difference in E r /r values was on average~4 %, which represents inaccuracy of the rough step calculations. Results in Figure 1a and b were obtained using the fine step, ensuring much better accuracy. Figure 1a illustrates the effect of placing flat endcaps at the ends of the ICR cell cylinder on field homogeneity throughout the active volume of the cell. Flat endcaps were positioned at an axial offset of 0.01 R c , 0.02 R c thick, and included a centrally located orifice with internal diameter 0.1 R c ; a flat DC grounded boundary plane was positioned at z=2.08 R c . The end caps were biased to V end =0.9 V trap for this configuration. Figure 1b used hyperbolic end caps, shaped according to the equipotential surface of the ideal cell [2] :
These endcaps have cylindrical inlets, internal diameter 0.1 R c and a flat DC grounded boundary plane was positioned at z=2.08 R c . The endcap potential is V end =0.9 V trap . This geometry corresponds closely to the spherical end caps utilized in the experimentally tested dynamically averaged harmonic cell [5] to approximate the ideal hyperbolic profile.
Even for the simplest case of a perpendicularly defined potential, Figure 1a , the leaf cell provides essentially ideal E r /r profiles over a significant fraction of the cell volume. The effect of utilizing ideal, hyperbolically-shaped trapping plates is shown in Figure 1b . This modification significantly extends the length of harmonized cell volume and clearly provides improved axial field distributions that may account for the impressive performance reported for this particular cell design [5] .
Conclusions
Our previous report [1] analyzed alternative cell harmonization concepts, using the spatial behavior of the radial electric field divided by radius (E r /r) as a metrics. This communication extends our approach to include explicitly angle-averaged E r /r profiles. The approach has been applied to the dynamic harmonization cell concept [4, 5] to characterize the trapping potential improvement produced by both the leaf-shaped elements and the hyperbolically shaped endcaps. Figure 1a shows that the leaf elements themselves provide on-average harmonization for most of the cell length, even when flat endcaps are used. Figure 1b demonstrates that hyperbolically-shaped endcaps extend the field harmonization effect essentially throughout the cell volume. The present theoretical results provide insights that advance our understanding of the performance of the dynamically harmonized leaf cell design [5] . The angular averaging of the radial field, implemented here with the dynamic harmonization assumption, verifies the uniform, in terms of E r /r, trapping field distribution across the cell volume, in agreement with the original formulation for dynamic harmonization presented in [4] . Further theoretical analysis and experimental testing of both static and dynamically harmonized cell designs at higher magnetic fields are in progress and will be reported at a later date.
